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About the Com pany
The Co mpany was inco rpo rated in P akistan o n A pril 13, 1960 as a
public co mpany limited by shares. The shares o f the Co mpany are
quo ted o n P akistan Sto ck Exchang Limited. It is engaged in
pro ductio n and sale o f cement. The Co mpany is a subsidiary o f
Ko hino o r Textile M ills Limited
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 Laid before the parliament on April 27, 2018, the Budget 2018-19 portrays
rather mix sentiments for the cement sector. We strongly believe that the
industry will smoothly pass over the impact of enhanced FED to the final
consumers in the shape of a minimum price increase of PKR ~15/bag.
Extension of tax credits and gradual reduction of corporate tax rate fare well
for the sector however, continuation of super tax for the next two years
(including FY18) remains a negative.
 We estimate MLPL to contribute PKR ~1bn (PKR 1.70/share) towards the
group’s annual consolidated earnings on a recurring basis and reduce its
effective tax rate to a 5Yr average of 21% in FY2020-24
 We maintain a ‘Buy’ call on the scrip with a Dec-18 target price of PKR
77/share, which at current price of PKR 63/share, offers a decent +22%
upside

MLCF: Earnings revised post budget and 9MFY18 result; ‘Buy’ intact
We revise our earnings forecast for Maple Leaf Cement Factory Limited (MLCF) based on
the recently presented Finance Bill 2018-19 and availability of 9MFY18 financial results
of the Company. Our revised earnings forecast also incorporates changes made in our
savings estimates from Maple Leaf Power Limited (MLPL), a 100% owned subsidiary of
the Company, enabling a more accurate depiction of the operational and tax efficient
structure of the group. Using discounted free cash flow approach, we maintain a ‘Buy’
call on the scrip with a Dec-18 target price of PKR 77/share, which at current price of PKR
63/share, offers a decent +22% upside.
Key Financial Highlights – Consolidated Results
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 During 9MFY18, MLCF posted consolidated earnings of PKR 3.37bn (Full
share EPS: PKR 5.68) as against PKR 3.95bn (Fully diluted EPS: PKR 6.66)
reported in the same period last year, marking a 15%YoY downturn
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 We revise our earnings forecast for Maple Leaf Cement Factory Limited
(MLCF) based on the recently presented Finance Bill 2018-19 and availability
of 9MFY18 financial results of the Company wherein we expect the Company
to post FY18 consolidated earnings of PKR 7.69/share
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MLCF: Turning things around cost effectively
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Business environment has changed; Tougher times ahead
Having enjoyed a blissful 3Yr period of high profitability margins, wherein strong
construction demand, stable price levels, benign global commodity prices and flattish
yield curve supported the sector to earn net margins of as high as >30%, the cement
industry of Pakistan has currently come across a massive turn around phase wherein it is
being braw beaten from every corner. Beginning with a disturbed price structure in North
following commencement of Cherat Cement Company Limited’s (CHCC) production line
II in Jan-17, whereby to rapidly achieve 100% capacity utilization levels the Company
offered extravagant discounts, forced other regional players to drop down its price levels.
This simultaneously restricted the north players’ ability to completely pass over the
impact of +25%YoY rise in FED imposed by the government via Finance Act 2017-18
resulting in average 8%YoY (9MFY17 comparison) fall in per bag retention prices. A
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striking rise in global commodity prices, wherein coal increased by +17% and prices of oil
index increased by +22% further aggravated the situation leading to enhanced fuel and
power cost which consequently led to cost of producing cement being increased to
average PKR 217/bag as against average PKR 193/bag in the comparative period of the
preceding year. Additionally, devaluation of PKR against the greenback and increased cost
of debt has also hindered the performance of companies. Although demand of cement
for 9MFY18 remained upbeat wherein local cement dispatches grew by +18%YoY, double
impact of lower retention prices and elevated cost of production led to achievement of
average net margins of 20%.

9MFY18 performance review
During 9MFY18, MLCF posted consolidated earnings of PKR 3.37bn (Full share EPS: PKR
5.68) as against PKR 3.95bn (Fully diluted EPS: PKR 6.66) reported in the same period last
year, marking a 15%YoY downturn. On the dispatches front, despite achieving a +20%YoY
growth in domestic offtakes, a 39% fall in exports effectively restrained the overall
dispatches growth to just 12%. However, despite adverse industry wide impacts of
enhanced FED and falling cement prices in the North region, the Company managed to
retain its top position of having the highest retention price in the region (North), depicting
strong brand loyalty of its products.

Tax measures proposed by Budget FY18-19
Laid before the parliament on April 27, 2018, the Budget 2018-19 has proposed some
very populous decisions with respect to taxing of the economy. These include massive
curtailment of income tax on both salaried and business class individuals, gradual
reduction of corporate tax rate for companies other than banking companies from 30%
to 25% over a period of five years and considerable reduction in customs duties for
promotion of exports. However, the government has continued super tax charge for FY18
and has recommended its gradual phase out by FY20.
For the cement sector, however, the proposed budget portrays rather mix sentiments.
The key amendments affecting the sector, apart from infrastructure spending and
promotion of mortgage house financing in the country, which are to instigate demand,
include:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

25% increase in Federal Excise Duty (FED) to PKR 1,500/ton as against existing levy
of PKR 1,250/ton;
Reduction of customs duty on coal to 3% from existing 5%;
Extension of tax credits up to 30 June 2021.
Gradual reduction of corporate tax rate from existing 30% to 25% over a period of
five years;
Continuation of super tax at 3% for FY18 and its gradual phase out by FY20;

Based on historic precedence, we strongly believe that the industry will smoothly pass
over the impact of enhanced FED to the final consumers in the shape of a minimum price
increase of PKR ~15/bag (inclusive of sales tax impact), however price passing over ability
will likely be limited post FY19, once fresh capacities become online. Similarly, reduction
of customs duty on import of coal will not significantly reduce the cost of producing
cement, since we estimate it to generate cost savings of PKR ~1/bag. However, extension
of tax credits and gradual reduction of corporate tax rate fare well for the sector while
continuation of super tax for the next two years (including FY18) remains a negative.

MLPL to provide significant operational and tax efficiencies
MLCF in order to setup its recently commissioned 40MW coal based captive power plant,
incorporated a separate entity by the name of Maple Leaf Power Limited (MLPL), a 100%
owned subsidiary. This provides MLCF with the following two distinct and significant
advantages:
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Coal being the cheapest power source (after Waste Heat Recovery Power Plants), is
to bring in significant cost savings to the cement manufacturing process, providing
estimated savings of PKR ~5/unit of electricity consumed; and
The group structure will generate hefty tax savings, thereby reducing the group’s
effective tax rate to average ~21% post FY19.



Transfer pricing mechanism…
The tax benefits for the group emanates from the traditional accounting concept of
transfer pricing, the price at which divisions of a company transact with each other. MLPL
has determined to supply electricity to MLCF at a transfer price of NEPRA approved rates
of 12.92/Kwh, which is substantially higher than the actual cost of generating electricity.
Given that profits derived from MLPL are exempt from tax as per clause 132 of second
schedule of the Income Tax Ordinance, the group management’s decision to determine
a significantly higher transfer price is effectively transferring profits from MLCF (on a
standalone basis), which is subject to 30% corporate tax rate, to MLPL (on a standalone
basis), which has a tax exempt status. However, from a group perspective (consolidated
basis); this leads to equivalent profits being derived but ending up paying lesser taxes
than the usual way. Accordingly, we estimate MLPL to contribute PKR ~1bn (PKR
1.70/share) towards the group’s annual consolidated earnings on a recurring basis and
reduce its effective tax rate to a 5Yr average of 21% in FY2020-24.

Expansion project to sustain market share and accrete onetime tax savings
of PKR 1.6bn in FY19
Undergoing a capacity expansion plan of 2.3mntpa, MLCF’s proposed manufacturing
facility will not only resolve its current capacity constraints (3QFY18 Capacity Utilization
Level: 120%) but will also aid it in maintaining its current market share of ~9% going
forward. Due to come online by 4QFY19, the plant will become eligible to avail 10% tax
credit on the amount of plant and machinery invested therein as per section 65B of the
Income Tax Ordinance (ITO). Accordingly, we estimate a tax credit amount close to ~PKR
1.6bn (PKR 2.68/share) to be available in FY19.
Exhibit:
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Expansion plant will resolve current capacity constraints whereas
buoyant demand will keep capacity utilization at optimal levels

Expansion plant will aid in maintenance of market share post
industry wide expansion phase
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Higher retention prices in the region to act as buffer against falling prices
Currently marketed with an average retention price of PKR 330/bag, Maple Leaf Cement
enjoys a handsome 10% premium retention price over its regional peers (North) and only
stands behind ACPL at the national level. This portrays MLCF’s better marketability, high
brand loyalty and enhanced product reach towards its varied customer base. This unique
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advantage acts as a buffer for MLCF in an event of any price fall in contrary to other
regional players.
Exhibit:

MLCF stands tall amongst our coverage companies in North with respect to
retention prices; only behind ACPL at the national level
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High Leveraging not a worry
MLCF over the years has turned around its capital structure in a very aggressive manner
in order to keep its cost of capital at optimal levels. Lowering its debt financing from PKR
17bn in FY12 to PKR ~7bn in FY17, the Company brought down its interest cost (Charged
to P&L only) to PKR 318mn in FY17 as against PKR 2,351 recorded in FY12, registering a
remarkable decline of 86%. As of Mar-18, the Company maintains a healthy Debt: Equity
ratio of 0.53 (On a consolidated basis) as against risky levels of 4.45 back in FY12. As per
management discussion, the Company aims to maintain a Debt: Equity ratio within a
range of 0.45 - 0.55 going forward in order to achieve tax benefits available on interest
cost as against cost of equity, which is a non-deductible tax expense.
As per information disclosed by the management, the Company envisages to borrow PKR
~12.75bn (51% of total cost of expansion) to finance its expansion plant which it expects
to come online by 4QFY19. Accordingly, we believe debt financing of the Company to leap
up to PKR 18bn by FY19 driving interest cost up to PKR 1.3bn for FY20 (post borrowing
cost capitalization period).
However, we believe MLCF will continue its strategy of early retirement of debt post FY19
in order to keep itself competitive in a likely low cement-pricing situation. We base our
belief on a) rising interest rate outlook of the country thereby pushing higher finance cost
for the Company, b) heavy cash generation of the Company with less likelihood of
business diversification and, c) lack of investment avenues yielding attractive returns.
Disclosure in footnotes of the financial accounts with respect to availability of a cost free
prepayment clause on outstanding debt of the Company also hints towards the same
intention being shared by the management. Based on the afore-mentioned premises, we
believe that although finance cost charged to income statement will rise up to PKR
~900mn by FY20; this will draw down to PKR ~350mn by FY22 due to its aggressive debt
retirement strategy.
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Borrowing level of the Company is estimated to rise sharply by FY19 in the wake
of expansion plant coming online, thereafter early retirement strategy will keep
MLCF lightweight against the burden of rising interest costs
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Outlook
Going forward, positive impacts will be coming from high cement demand and demandbased price gain in the ensuing quarters. However, fluctuating FX, high coal prices and
upward trending inflation will counter the positive impacts simultaneously. We also
believe that stable price levels will be a short-lived phenomenon and an intense
competition among players will surface post FY19 when majority of fresh capacities are
to enter the playing field leading to a serious price risk situation, especially in North.
However, players having tax and operational efficiencies with an ability to charge
premium prices such as MLCF along with ACPL, LUCK, DGKC & KOHC will emerge as
winners in these rough periods ahead.

Recommendation; ‘Buy’ call intact, with a potential upside of +22%
We have used a discounted free cashflow valuation approach to value the scrip with a
cost of equity of 14.8%. Based on our assumptions, our Dec-18 target price comes at PKR
77/share, offering a decent +22% upside from its last close of PKR 63/share.
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